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Abstract
The low matching degree of photovoltaic output and load in the pv-storage microgrid will reduce the reliability of its power supply.
Therefore, it is necessary to configure a certain capacity energy storage device to support source-load balance. This article first analyzes
the impact of different load configurations and application scenarios on energy storage configuration, and then proposes an energy
storage capacity configuration scheme with the minimum operating cost of the microgrid as the objective function and the constraints of
the minimum power fluctuation in the network, and uses an improved particle swarm algorithm solve the solution. Finally, a numerical
example is used to verify that the solution can stably support the source-load balance in the microgrid, reduce the power exchange at the
common connection point of the microgrid, and improve the microgrid's own power supply capacity.
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Results
Method 1: Only the energy storage capacity allocation plan that aims at the lowest operating cost of the microgrid.
Method 2: With the lowest operating cost of the microgrid, limit the distribution network to transmit power to the microgrid. Case a of Method 2: The
distribution network supplies a maximum power of 150kW to the microgrid, and the diesel power generation strategy is adopted first when the power
of the microgrid is insufficient. Case b of Method 2: The distribution grid does not transmit power to the microgrid, leaving the microgrid off-grid.
Method 3: The energy storage capacity allocation plan with the lowest operating cost of the microgrid and smooth power load at the load point.
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Conclusion
In this paper, through research on the energy storage capacity allocation technology of pv-storage microgrid, the following conclusions are drawn:
(1) The matching degree of source load output is high, and the required allocation capacity of energy storage is low; the matching degree of source
load output is low, and the required allocation capacity is large.
(2) By limiting the output of the distribution network, the effect of using energy storage to balance the source load can be achieved, and using the
energy storage to balance the source load can improve the microgrid's own power supply capacity, and the economy is better.
In summary, this paper comprehensively considers the load type, energy storage capacity, distribution network power supply situation, diesel generator
operation situation, and power fluctuation situation, and proposes a configuration scheme that guarantees the system‘s economics and stability at the
same.
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